Analyzing Qakbot
Banking Trojan Activity

Introduction
Qakbot (also known as Qbot, PinkslipBot, QuackBot, MITRE S0650) is a banking
Trojan that has been actively employed by numerous threat actors across the
globe since it was first detected in late 2007. Qakbot is a flexible post-exploitation
tool that incorporates various layers of defense evasion techniques designed to
minimize detections. Qakbot’s modular design and infamous resiliency in the face
of traditional signature-based detection make it a desirable first choice for many
financially motivated groups (cyber criminals). Commonly observed Qakbot modules
support keystroke logging, credential dumping, various persistence mechanisms,
discovery tools (enumeration), and more recently, modules to exploit known
vulnerabilities such as PrintNightmare (privilege escalation) and ZeroLogon (lateral
movement).
In this article, we will take a dive into Qakbot activity observed in the wild, mapping
IOCs and TTPs to the cyber kill chain and the MITRE ATT&CK framework as well as
taking a deeper dive into a Qakbot sample from a recent campaign to understand
how some of its code features exhibit themselves through FortiEDR. A list of IOCs
and Threat Hunting queries related to this analysis are also provided at the end of
the article to support your own threat hunting efforts.

Affected Platforms
Windows Endpoints, Vulnerable
Microsoft Exchange Servers
Threat Type
Cryptomining
Impacted Users
Windows users
Impact
Cryptocurrency mining by taking
advantage of the compromised
system resources
Severity
Medium
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Initial Access and Execution
The primary initial access vector observed by the FortiGuard Responder team for Qakbot-based intrusions is phishing. Phishing
campaigns involving Qakbot differ in complexity, some are sent as replies from legitimate emails from compromised mailboxes,
others copy legitimate-sounding emails to decrease chances of being flagged as malware. Commonly, these phishing emails
arrive with an attachment containing a Microsoft Word document, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, or a zip file containing various
Microsoft Office documents. These Office documents run a macro that tries to download the Qakbot Trojan to infect the enduser’s machine.
Figure 1 is a screenshot of a malicious Microsoft Excel document used as part of a recent Qakbot campaign. By default,
Microsoft Excel prevents execution of macros. Once the user opens the spreadsheet, Microsoft Excel will show a security
warning that macros have been disabled (visible at the top of the window in Figure 1). The spreadsheet is designed to look
legitimate and contains simple instructions on how to unlock the document. In the provided example the use of styling and
reference to the legitimate DocuSign service is included to establish rapport with the victim user and increase the chance of the
embedded macro being executed. There was no legitimate content included in the observed malicious documents.

Figure 1: Example of a malicious Microsoft Excel document used as part of a Qakbot campaign.

The macro code is further obfuscated in the document hidden behind the fake DocuSign image. Once the image is removed,
the code in the cells containing the macro code are still not visible as the font color is set to white to hide it from plain sight.
Highlighting the cells or changing the font color reveals the malicious script embedded in the spreadsheet, as shown below in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Content behind fake “DocuSign” image in Microsoft Excel document as shown in Figure 1.

The malware generates a new filename in the form “<today’s time and date>.dat” where time and date are depicted as a
decimal. This format is most widely used in Microsoft Excel, with the first number indicating the number of days since 01
Jan 1900 (i.e., 14 Nov 2021 is 44514) and the decimal component indicating the percentage of day completed (i.e., 0600h
is represented as 0.25). This filename is used to request the main Qakbot malicious dynamic link library (DLL) file from an IP
address hardcoded in the macro. In the case of this analysed macro, three hardcoded IP addresses were identified associated
with this stage of the kill chain. Since the web request is generated dynamically at the affected endpoint using a current time
and date, the webserver is likely designed to serve the same Qakbot DLL regardless of the filename requested, invalidating the
web request target as an effective indicator. The complete download link will look similar to hxxp://94[.]140[.]112[.]119/44470.00
32425947.dat.
The downloaded file will be renamed to Xertis.dll, Xertis1.dll, or Xertis2.dll. Given these filenames are hardcoded in the macro,
they are good candidates for file write detections. Following successful download, the DLL will be executed using regsvr32.exe.

Figure 3: Section of the macro embedded in the malicious Microsoft Excel document shown in Figure 1.
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Modern endpoint detection and response (EDR) technology like FortiEDR should be capable of detecting and mitigating macro
behaviour such as that displayed in the above downloader. A simple behavioural detection should look for network connections
associated with Office applications like Excel. Typically updates for these Office applications are completed by a separate
updater executable so there are rare legitimate requirements for such activity. For example, FortiEDR detects the suspicious
network access initiated by the Qakbot downloader macro analysed above, as shown in Figure 4. Without access to an EDR
product like FortiEDR, this behaviour could still be detected using log sources such as Sysmon aggregated in a security
information and event management (SIEM) and flagging network connections initiated by Microsoft Office applications.

Figure 4: FortiEDR detected a “Network Access” event related to Excel creating a network connection to attempt to
download a Qakbot DLL following successful execution of the embedded macro shown in Figure 3.

Code Injections
Following successful download and execution through the dropper macro, the Qakbot DLL performs several activities to install
itself in the affected endpoint and to evade existing defenses. There are two separate code injection techniques that the Qakbot
employs as part of this installation and defense evasion process:
1. T1055.012 – Process Hollowing – Qakbot injects decrypted code into its own process memory space
2. T1055 – Process Injection – Code injection into a benign process on the target endpoint based on installed security solution(s).
Details of both code injection methods and related code features are explained further in the next sections.

Process Hollowing Itself – T1055.012
One of Qakbot’s process injection techniques is process hollowing. Process hollowing is a technique where malware overwrites
the original memory of a running process with different code. In the case of Qakbot, this technique is employed as part of
Defensive Evasion (TA0005) and the target for process injection is the memory space of its own process, specifically the
memory section storing the previously loaded “Xertis<num>.dll” executable. Initially, Qakbot will change the protection of the
host regsvr32.exe process’s virtual memory using VirtualProtect API, to be able to overwrite the existing code.
The figure below shows that Qakbot modifies the protection of the initial memory block of Xertis2.dll using VirtualProtect API.
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Figure 5: Highlighted code features indicate process hollowing of the xertis2.dll executable by Qakbot. This
provides another protection from static analysis as the payloads are decoded dynamically.

Once the memory protections have been updated to allow for memory writes, Qakbot overwrites portions of the “Xertis<num>.
dll” loaded into the regsvr32.exe process’s memory space with malicious code from the previously decrypted malware code from
within the same process. These memory overwrite operations are completed in sections throughout the “Xertis<num>.dll” until
all new malware code is written.
Detecting these in-memory operations can be difficult to detect without EDR technology due to activity remaining inside the
bounds of the host process. FortiEDR detects the above series of code injections, within the Qakbot embedded DLL as shown
in Figure 6 below. These in-memory modifications can be detected by analysing the memory space of a suspected regsvr32.
exe process for pages of memory with read, write, and execute permissions and that contain unmapped executables (no
corresponding file on disk).

Figure 6: FortiEDR detected a “File Write Access” event that contains multiple events related to memory
modification and process injection associated with the original Qakbot DLL. These events align with some of the
code features highlighted in Figure 5.

Code Injection Based on Installed Security Solution
After the process hollowing, Qakbot will inject this new malware code into a different process, which it will use to execute its
various payloads. The target for this injection is based on the presence security solutions running on the endpoint system
that match those on a list inside the Qakbot DLL. Qakbot will search for any of these security solutions (see Figure 8) using a
combination of CreateToolhelp32Snapshot, Process32First, and Process32Next APIs, as shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: A snippet of code taken from the sample Xertis2.dll file that shows how Qakbot generates a process
snapshot using “CreateToolhelp32Snapshot” API call and then walks the list checking for a match to the known.

The malware checks for processes with executable names in Figure 8 matching the corresponding security software. Also
included in Figure 8 are the injection target processes for each. It is likely that these injection targets are chosen to take
advantage of processes that are whitelisted/allowlisted by the corresponding software or as a way of noting what security
products are in place to be used as an execution guardrail for future module execution (T1480 – Execution Guardrails).
Executable Name

Associated Application

Injection Target

ccSvcHst.exe

Norton Secure VPN

explorer.exe

avgcsrvx.exe

AVG AV Scanner

msra.exe

MsMpEng.exe

Windows Defender

msra.exe

mcshield.exe

McAfee Scanner

explorer.exe

avp.exe

Kaspersky Virus Removal Tool

mobsync.exe

egui.exe

ESET Agent

explorer.exe

bdagent.exe

BitDefender Agent

mobsync.exe

AvastSvc.exe

Avast AV Service

msra.exe

coreServiceShell.exe

Trend Micro Anti-Malware Solution

mobsync.exe

SAVAdminService.exe

Sophos AV Service

mobsync.exe

fshoster32.exe

F-Secure OneClient

explorer.exe

WRSA.exe

Webroot SecureAnywhere

explorer.exe

vkise.exe

Comodo Internet Security Essentials

explorer.exe

ByteFence.exe

ByteFence Anti-Malware

explorer.exe

MBAMService.exe

Malwarebytes Service

explorer.exe

fmon.exe

FortiClient Realtime AV Protection

explorer.exe

dwengine.exe

Dr.Web Scanning Engine

will not trigger code injection

Other

Application not in the list

explorer.exe

Figure 8: This table contains the various security applications that Qakbot searches for as it determines its injection target.
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As we can see from the list of security applications in Figure 8, if there is no installed security application or it is not in the list,
the malware will inject its code into explorer.exe as a default. But an interesting observation is that if the dwengine.exe process
is running (Dr.Web AV), the malware will not perform code injection into any process and the infection chain stops. We can
speculate that the malware author may be using this application and it is a relic of testing or that it is a type of filter to remove
Russian victims (given Dr.Web is a Russian AV product), but further analysis of the reasoning for this deliberate design feature
was not investigated further as part of this analysis.
This behaviour was demonstrated in a test environment with a number of the security products from Figure 8. As validated
by the dynamic code analysis process above, testing validated that if Qakbot detects that the application, such as “avp.exe”
or “bdagent.exe”, runs in the system, the malware will inject its code into mobsync.exe (Figure 9). If the “AvastSvc.exe” or
“MsMpEng.exe” processes are running, the malware will inject its code into msra.exe (Figure 10). If the “vkise.exe” process or
none of the other security application processes are running, the malware will inject its code into explorer.exe.

Figure 9: If the malware detects that the application, such as “avp.exe” or “bdagent.exe”, runs in the system, the malware will inject its code to
mobsync.exe (Microsoft Sync Center). As shown below:

Figure 10: If the system runs “AvastSvc.exe” or “MsMpEng.exe”, the malware code will be injected to msra.exe (Windows Remote Assistance).

Figure 11: If the system runs “vkise.exe” or no security solution is found from the list, the malware code will be injected to explorer.exe.

After Qakbot has decided which process to target, it will spawn another instance of the selected process, and inject its main
code into that process. This injected code is where all future modules are executed from. As highlighted in the analysis of the
previous process injection technique, FortiEDR can be used to detect and mitigate this type of injection as it detects the Qakbot
process (Xertis<num>.dll running through regsvr32.exe) modifying the memory space of another process (in this case msra.
exe). FortiEDR will also detect the unmapped in-memory executable that has been added to the memory space of the targeted
process, as shown in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: FortiEDR detects the injection activity as “Process Injection - Entry Point Modification Detected” and “Unmapped Executable Executable File Without a Corresponding File System Reference” rule breaches, which aligns with the code features described above.
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Command & Control
Following successful injection into the targeted child process, Qakbot uses this injected code to connect to its various C2 IPs
for further instructions. Qakbot has a long list of C2 IP addresses embedded in the injected code. The malware only accesses
some of the C2 IPs for any given execution. The list depicted in Figure 13 below shows the embedded IPs taken directly from
the malware code.

Figure 13: C2 IPs stored inside Qakbot executable. Collated list available in IOC section.

The C2 communication is via HTTP requests to the above C2 IPs. Figure 14 below shows the code that is used to create the
HTTP requests to these IP addresses:

Figure 14: Code features containing instructions to construct HTTP web requests to be sent to C2 IPs.
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FortiEDR also detects the above C2 events, as shown in Figure 15 below. Though Qakbot connects to different C2 domains from
the list, FortiEDR will still be able to detect the said events as all network connection activities will be treated as suspicious due
to the previous process injection activity.

Figure 15: FortiEDR detects “Network Connection Attempt” events related to the above Qakbot C2 communications
from the injected msra.exe process.

Qakbot Trends
At the time of this writing, the C2 IPs are no longer responding to the malware so further intrusion analysis is no longer possible.
The malware just keeps trying to connect to other C2 addresses found in the malware code until it successfully connects.
FortiGuard Labs tracks trends and threat campaigns across the globe. Figure 12 below shows the recent increase in network
traffic associated with Qakbot in the last three months. The data indicates that Qakbot activity was heavily focused on the
EMEA region during this period. Note that this graph represents all Qakbot-related traffic, not just that associated with IOCs
identified in this analysis.

Figure 16: FortiGuard Labs threat data indicating global detections of Qakbot C2 over the months Sep-Nov 2021
(accurate to 18 Nov 21). Note the spike of activity in October.

Conclusion
Given the variety of Defensive Evasion (TA0005) techniques employed by the Qakbot sample analysed above, it’s easy to see
why Qakbot remains an effective tool despite its age. The use of layers of encryption and dynamic decoding inhibits effective
static analysis, making it difficult to figure out key malware features and functionality. Actionable strings and API names are
mostly hidden using customized encryption and are only available through the various layers of dynamic decoding. Qakbot
decides which process to inject its code into based on what security solutions are running on the targeted endpoints. Finally, it
reaches out to C2 for further instruction.
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As outlined throughout the analysis above, FortiEDR will detect and mitigate all observed behaviour associated with Qakbot
installation and execution, effectively protecting a targeted endpoint even when a user falls for a phishing email. Other modern
EDR products should provide similar protections as long as they analyse behavior rather than atomic indicators like file hashes.
Security products such as antivirus software will not provide effective protection from a Qakbot intrusion as the sample will
easily change its hash.

Associated Threat Hunting Queries
The following threat hunting queries can be used in FortiEDR v5 Threat Hunting to identify potential anomalous events
associated with the Qakbot banking Trojan.
To search for the main Qakbot DLL being created by an Excel macro. Note the effectiveness of this query will deteriorate for
new versions of Qakbot:
Type:(“File Create”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“EXCEL.EXE”) AND Target.File.Name:(“Xertis.dll” OR “Xertis1.dll” OR 		
“Xertis2.dll”)
To search for suspicious script execution following successful Qakbot DLL download:
Type: (“Process Creation”) AND Source.Process.Name: (“excel.exe”) AND Target.Process.File.Name: (“regsvr32.exe”) 		
AND Target.Process.CommandLine: (“\-silent ..\\Xertis.dll” OR “\-silent ..\\Xertis1.dll” OR “\-silent ..\\Xertis2.dll”)
To search for library load event related to Qakbot DLL being launched through regsvr32.exe:
Type:(“Library Loaded”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“regsvr32.exe”) AND Target.Executable.File.Name:(“Xertis.dll” OR 		
“Xertis1.dll” OR “Xertis2.dll”)
To search for suspicious network access initiated by Excel application with IOCs taken from this analysis. This query is indicative
of successful network connection to IPs hosting main Qakbot DLL. Note the effectiveness of this query will deteriorate for new
versions of Qakbot:
Type:(“Socket Connect”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“excel.exe”) AND RemoteIP:(“94.140.112.119” OR “190.14.37.232” OR
“45.153.241.58”)
To search for suspicious network access initiated by Excel application (generic). This will catch all external network connections
from the Excel application, which may need tuning depending on the prevalence of legitimate macros in an environment. Can
also be expanded to include other Office applications to detect more generic use of macros that connect to external IPs:
Type:(“Socket Connect”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“excel.exe”) NOT RemoteIP:(“10.0.0.0/8” OR “100.64.0.0/10” OR 		
“172.16.0.0/12” OR “192.0.0.0/24” OR “192.168.0.0/16” OR “198.18.0.0/15”)
To search for possible Qakbot C2 following successful second stage injection into main target process (dependent on running
security solution). No false positives were identified in the test environment:
Type:(“Socket Connect”) AND Source.Process.Parent.Path:(“regsvr32.exe”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“msra.exe” 		
OR “explorer.exe” OR “mobsync.exe”) AND RemotePort: (“995” OR “443”) NOT RemoteIP:(“10.0.0.0/8” OR “100.64.0.0/10” 		
OR “172.16.0.0/12” OR “192.0.0.0/24” OR “192.168.0.0/16” OR “198.18.0.0/15”)

MITRE ATT&CK
TA0001 – Initial Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1566

Phishing

Phishing email is the common vector that
Qakbot used to get into the system.

Mitigation

Deploy an antivirus to quarantine suspicious files.
Deploy a network intrusion prevention system and systems designed to scan and remove
malicious email attachments or links can be used to block activity.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiClient, FortiGate, FortiMail
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TA0002 – Execution
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.005

Command and Scripting Interpreter: Visual
Basic

Qakbot contains macros used to connect
to a C&C to download another malicious
executable, and to register a malicious DLL.

Mitigation

Deploy an antivirus to quarantine suspicious files.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiClient, FortiGate

TA0005 - Defensive Evasion
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1218.010

Signed Binary Proxy Execution: Regsvr32

Qakbot malware uses regsvr32.exe to
execute its malicious DLL.

Mitigation

Deploy an antivirus to quarantine suspicious files.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiClient, FortiEDR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1055.012

Process Injection: Process Hollowing

Qakbot overwrites the malicious code in its
own malicious DLL dynamically in-memory.

Mitigation

Deploy endpoint security solutions configured to block some types of process injection
based on common sequences of behavior that occur during the injection process.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiClient, FortiEDR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1055.002

Process Injection: Portable Executable
Injection

Qakbot malware injects its malicious code
to another process based on the security
solution installed in the system.

Mitigation

Deploy endpoint security solutions configured to block some types of process injection
based on common sequences of behavior that occur during the injection process.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiClient, FortiEDR

TA0011 - Command and Control
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1105

Ingress Tool Transfer

Qakbot malicious macros connect out to
(currently) known malicious IPs to download
initial Qakbot DLL. This DLL contains all
payloads (encrypted) required for the rest of
the intrusion.

Mitigation

Deploy a network intrusion prevention system and systems designed to prevent data loss
and block sensitive data being sent over unencrypted protocols.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiGate, FortiEDR
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1571

Non-Standard Port

Qakbot C2 following initial DLL download
from the embedded macro uses both
port 443 and port 995. These network
connections can be tracked back to the
injected processes for anomalies, i.e.,
regsvr32.exe should not communicate to
external IPs on port 995 (POP3 mail port).

Mitigation

Deploy a network intrusion prevention system and systems designed to prevent data loss
and block sensitive data being sent over unencrypted protocols.
Properly configure firewalls to limit outgoing traffic to only necessary ports for that particular
network segment.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls – FortiGate, FortiEDR

Additional Indicators:
Indicator Description

Indicator

Indicator Type

Associated
Tactic

Notes

Payment<randomnumber><date>.xls

26164943d535b3ef534b8b0292ad5d03a5c905a2

SHA1 Hash

Initial Access

Excel document
containing macro
dropper

Xertis2.dll

F3645bcc6f8f2031ba2d936f495e3d1c4bdf7c23

SHA1 Hash

Execution

DLL payload executed
through regsvr32.exe

C2 IP

94.140.112[.]119

IP Address

Initial Access

DLL payload is
downloaded from this IP

C2 IP

190.14.37[.]232

IP Address

Initial Access

DLL payload is
downloaded from this IP

C2 IP

45.153.241[.]58

IP Address

Initial Access

DLL payload is
downloaded from this IP

C2 IP

The malware sample covered in this analysis
IP Address
also included 123 hardcoded C2 IPs. These
have been omitted from the report for brevity but
can be downloaded (along with other IOCs and
contextual metadata) in a more consumable way
at the https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/
maindam/PUBLIC/02_MARKETING/02_Collateral/
ThreatBrief/supporting-docs/Qakbot_Analysis_
IOCs.txt.

Command and
Control

Qakbot C2 IP
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